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Aboriginal People had
called Australia home

since ancient times. This
made the Aboriginal

custodians of the worlds
oldest living culture

More than 600 Aboriginal
languages groups

inhabited the Australian
continent. This is now

known to be about 3 million
people

Captain Cook Declares
Australia teera nullius

(NOBODY'S LAND)

British fleet anchors in
Sydney Cove on

January 26th
1800s- The Aboriginal peoples
population is diminishing from
mass murders, people driven

off cliffs, food laced with
arsenic, frontier wars and the

introduction to diseases

1900
It is estimated the

population of
Aboriginal people is

reduced by 90%

Colonisation
was not
peaceful

1901
Australia officially

federates to be its own
nation. Parliament
introduces White
Australian Policy

1901
Aboriginal people are

referenced twice in the
constitution: to state

they won't be
counted in the

census and that they
need "special laws"

1910-1970
Aboriginal children

were forcibly (Stolen)
taken from their

families. This is what is
called "The Stolen

Generation"

1930
Campaigns to make

the Monday closest to
January 26 a national
public holiday begin



90% of Australians vote
"YES" to amend two

parts of the
constitution to allow
Aboriginal people to

become citizens

1967

The Aboriginal Tent
Embassy is established

on the lawns of
Parliament House

1972 1971
The Aboriginal flag

becomes widely
adopted

1984
Australia replaces God
save the Queen with

Advance Australia Fair. 
"A anthem that does

not represent the
Aboriginal people"

1988
Australians March

together in Sydney to
celebrate the survival
of Aboriginal People

1994
The first National

"Australia Day" public
holiday

2017
Record numbers of

people attend
Invasion/Survival day
protest around the

country 

2020
Aboriginal loose the

right to the
Aboriginal flag which

is now owned and
controlled by a white

business man

A "Day of Mourning
and Protest" is

organised as Sydney
celebrates 150 year of

colonisation

1938


